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CIRCULAR

05.09.2020

This is to inform all the students of III & IV B.Tech of all the branches that a seminar

on Code of Conduct witl be conducted on7.9.2020 from 3pm to 4.30 pm in CIVI seminar

hall.All students are informed to attend without fail.

.Resource Person: Prof.D.Venkateswara Rao
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REPORT ON CODE OF CONDUCT

B-9-2020

A Seminar on "Code of Conduct" was conducted at CIVI Seminar Hall on 7-9-2020

from 3pm to 5pm .Resource Person Sri.D.Venkateswara Rao spoke on the importance of

Code of Coduct in anorganization.All the students of III and IV years of ECE, CSE,

EEE,MECH attended this programme.289 students attended this seminar and was benefited

A code of conduct is the most cofilmon policy within anorganization. This policy lays out the

company's principles, standards, and the moral and ethical expectations that employees and

third parties are held to as they interact with the organization. A code of conduct is an integral

part of compliance efforts as it provides documentation that an employee or third party has

violated company policy if illegal activity arises. Let's explore what a code of conduct means

and the impact it can have on an organization.

Code of conduct serves as a reference point for employees to make better choices on a day-

to-day basis. While every possible ethical dilemma an employee might encounter won't be

spelled out, the code should lay out the guiding principles by which employees should act and

therefore lead there workforce to make the right decision.

Having a strong, ethical code of conduct is essential to building a culture of compliance

throughout anorganization. A code ofconduct is an excellent exercise to focus the leadership

team on how employees should behave at work and the standards they should uphold. These

standards can have massive impacts on how the organization functions, how employees

conduct themselves daily, and how the workforce interacts with others on behalf of the

organization


